ENEFEN FIELD APPROVALS CUSTOMER DECISION TREE REV.07

GAS FIRED APPLIANCE
FIELD APPROVAL
PROJECT START

Fast-Track low cost choice
which does not require
engineering input

Choice which requires
engineering input and
exta costs and time

Purchasing Decision

I want to use one of the
Standard Design Code*
Documentation Packages
*) Design Code is a unique number assigned in ENEFEN Tracker database to
either a "Standard Design Code ENEFEN Documentation Package" or to a
customer purchased "Custom Design Code Documentation Package"
I want to use my
previously purchased
Custom Design Code*
Documentation Package

Custom Design Code Documentation Package includes P&ID, BOM, electrical
diagram, custom tag numbers, client logo on drawings and rating plate, and
generic (non-P.Eng. stamped) documentation package for sales purposes.

I want a Custom Design
Code* Documentation
Package for multiple
identical appliances

Purchase Custom Design
Code* Documentation
Package (B1)

Engineering assistance is intended for projects / designs which do
not have an off-the shelf Design Code Documentation Package.
Starting design "from scratch" in more costly and time consuming,
but can be done if needed.

I want ENEFEN to help me
with my own
documentation
Purchase ENGINEERING
ASSISTANCE (B2, B3, B4,
B10)
I need help with code
interpretation or
conceptual design of my
appliances

Yes, we can also help with interpretations of the intent of various
codes and their impact on various appliance design alternatives

My documentation is
complete
I want to use my own
P&ID, BOM, electrical
diagram, and other
documentation
My documentation is
incomplete

Purchase
DOCUMENTATION BASED
COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT
(B6)

I have an idea and I want
ENEFEN to review my
design before I use it.

I don't know what I have
and I want ENEFEN to visit
site to find out

Review of submitted documentation and
changes is more time consuming than use
of off-the-shelf Design Code documentation
packages.
Compliance with Safety Codes must be
confirmed on site for each installation. It is
the final and working condition of the
appliance which is being Field Approved and
not just its drawing.

Having ENEFEN review your design prior
to construction can avoid costly changes.

Compliance Assessments are intended to
provide initial review for planned or
existing installations prior to a Field
Approval.

Purchase SITE VISIT BASED
COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT
(B7, B8)

Purchase CUSTOM FIELD
APPROVAL (A1)

Purchase DESIGN CODE*
FIELD APPROVAL (A2)

My appliance is far
from compliant

Change order from
ASSESSMENT TO FIELD
APPROVAL (A1, A2)

My Appliance is
almost compliant

Some appliances maybe "almost
compliant". For those, we can
easily convert an Assessment into
a Field Approval.

GAS FIRED APPLIANCE
FIELD APPROVAL
PROJECT FINISHED

